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The Roman Renaissance owes its dynamics to the popes, among whose
papacies that of Leo X has been regarded as the ‘Golden Age’. The Pope him-
self, a son of the great Lorenzo de’ Medici, was a sophisticated humanist and
his Court was a prestigious one, with many first-class humanists and artists
of the time. On the other hand, ever since Gnoli criticized Leo X so bitterly
there has been a group of scholars who ascribe the peak of the Roman Ren-
aissance to Julius II’s papacy and regard that of Leo X as a decadent period.
In this paper I examine the stature of Leo as a patron in comparison with
Julius, focusing on Rafael’s works of the Stanza di Eliodoro and the Stanza
dell’Incendio in the Vatican Palace.
《The Meeting of Leo the Great and Attila》of the Stanza di Eliodoro
was completed after the death of Julius II, who had commissioned the whole
decoration program of this room to Rafael. We can detect the message Julius
intended for this painting as ‘Check the invasion of barbarians,’ not ‘Chase the
barbarians out of Italy,’ which is generally attributed to it, because at the
moment the aged Pope conceived this theme (presumably before March of
1512) he was struggling to prevent the French troops from invading Rome.
Thus all the four paintings of this room have explicit political meanings closely
related to the tempestuous papacy of Julius II. However, Leo X, who succeeded
Julius II not only to the cattedra of St. Peter but also to the patronage of Ra-
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fael, altered some parts of this painting and allowed the artist to let his pupils
finish the work disregarding the intention of Julius.
The difference between the two popes is more clearly seen in the Stanza
dell’Incendio . Leo, like Julius, gave political messages to the walls of this room,
but his was an inconsistent policy which reveals itself in the paintings. For
Rafael, who had brilliantly visualized in the Stanza della Segnatura and in the
Stanza di Eliodoro the ideology of Catholic Church according to Julius, the
task Leo gave him may have seemed less challenging.
I don’t deny that the relation between Leo and Rafael was an intimate
one. In fact it is true that they shared an enthusiasm for the classic architec-
ture. Here we can point out another reason why Rafael couldn’t fully exercise
his talent in the Stanza dell’Incendio . After the death of Bramante and Giul-
iano da Sangallo, Rafael was very busy with official architectural projects of
the Curia as well as private projects for the Medici. As a result, for example,
in the St. Peter’s Basilica he could finish only a few parts of it.
Leo was fortunate to be able to use the excellent artists Julius had re-
cruited, but he lacked the strong will and clear vision with which Julius had
conducted every project to protect Catholic Church. Leo, on the contrary to
Julius, failed to really utilize artists and, what was more, failed to nip the hard-
est blow to the Church (the Reformation) in the bud.
教皇ユリウス二世とレオ十世におけるパトロネジの相違
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